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But, of course, for the campaigner of practical mind the

main interest of the pamphlet will lie in its review and

analysis of the offending laws and the consummate skill

with which their absurdities are exposed . Nothing more

valuable in its way has ever been produced . Dr. Powell

has earned the gratitude of all of us, as a man who, having

many distinguished gifts, has placed them freely at the

service of a new truth in its time of ordeal and shadow.

NOTES BY THE WAY..

* *

.

To meet the loss of income occasioned by the discon

tinuance of mediums' advertisements, a fund has been

started to which readers interested in the welfare of

Liqat are asked to contribute. Several friends have

proposed the raising of the price of Light, a course which

we are anxious to avoid ; but we would suggest to these

that a small donation equivalent to the difference of a

penny or twopence in the weekly cost of Light for a year

would be a welcome contribution . It is a painful task to

appeal for funds, especially at a time like the present, but

Necessity , although it knows no law, is no stranger to

special pleading.” This, at any rate, is a special plea ,

urged with reluctance, almost with the blushes that may

possibly mantle the countenance of conscious merit . We

recall the story of a Highland piper who, in sending in his

bill for his musical services to a former Duchess of

Buccleuch, accompanied it with a note to the effect that her

Grace's forgiveness for the liberty taken in doing so would

be sufficient payment for her humble piper ! We hope at

least to be pardoned, and are anxious that the voluntary

tax suggested shall be in every sense a light one, being,

whether large or small, nicely proportioned to the circum

stances of the giver. Donations will be acknowledged in

these columns unless a request to the contrary is received .

It is, perhaps, needless to point out that the sacrifice of

income referred to comes on top of a heavy increase in the

cost of producing this journal.

A learned friend Intely confessed his surprise to hear

that Socrates occasionally delivered his discourses in a state

of trance . We referred him to Plato's beautiful “ Phaedrus."

In that dialogue Socrates commences a discourse by calling

upon the Muses to inspire him, and at its close remarks,

By the way, my dear Phædrus , do I appear to you as I do

to myself, to have been speaking under some influence

divine ? ” And then this conversation follows :

PHÆDRUS : There certainly can be no doubt, Socrates, that

an unusual kind of fluency has come upon you .

SOCRATES : Hearken , then, in silence to my words, for in

very truth the place where we are sitting seems holy ground.

So that if haply in the course of my oration I become entranced

by the spirits of the spot you must not marvel thereat .

A little later in the conversation the sage desires his

companion to listen to the remainder of his discourse, saying

that this time he may escape the trance . It is in the Phædrus,

by the way, that Socrates is described as demonstrating by

reason the nature of the soul . Every soul," said he, " is

immortal - for whatever is in perpetual motion is immortal. ”

The passages which follow are of the fine flower of philo

sophy - sayings thetruth of which is apprehended instantly

by the intuitions. We do not forget that the dialogues

were written by Plato . The main point is that utterances

in trance are clearly recognised .
身 * # *

* * * *

>

Quite apart from its uses as a weapon in the agitation

against laws as cruel and clumsy as they are antiquated ,

Dr. Powell's pamphlet, Psychic Science and Barbaric

Legislation , " is notable for the beauty and aptness of some

of the quotations with which , as a man of wide literary

interests, he has enriched it . We have on the title page

the touching “Apology” of Socrates to his judges when he

described how “ something divine and supernatural” came

to him-something which the prosecutor mentioned in a

spirit of mockery in his indictment.” It sounds exactly

such a plea as Socrates might have uttered to -day if,

entrapped by police spies, he were haled before a London

magistrate as a rogue and vagabond, claiming to be inspired

by a voice from the unseen (“ Spookery ! " ). Amongst the

other quotations we have an effective extract from Mr.

V. C. Desertis' Psychic Philosophy," which is rapidly

becoming a classic in the literature of Spiritualism . It is

a passage which opens with the words :

There has never been in any country a new proclamation of

any great truth or principle but it has been derided as puerile,

The sharp and searching wind-to many it will have

seemed more like a tornado - which has lately blown all

through the province of psychical inquiry and practice has

no doubt its appointed task . Before our subject could be

lifted to a higher level , it was necessary to submit it to a

severe ordeal , so that the elements which had no virtue in

them should be finally purged away. It was a severe

challenge to slipshod methods, to intellectual and spiritual

flabbiness, to over -confidence, to the hocus- pocus of the

adventurer, and to the forces of misdirection generally .

The bullying insolence , the unscrupulous and blind force

employed by the instruments chosen for the work will

have their day in turn . In their case Nemesis will not

take so much the form of threshing and winnowing as of

breaking and crushing. The punishments of amiable

stupidity and the parasitism which preys upon it are

always smaller than those reserved for wilful malice and

brutish malignity. The lessons for Spiritualists are in the

main sufficiently clear : greater cohesion , concentration on
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THE LATE LADY STAPLEY.

The ALLEGORY OF " THE RIVER .”

our central truth to the exclusion of all side - issues, a higher

standard of efficiency and severer canons of psychic evi

Method and organisation are sadly needed in the

direction of scientific experiment and the dignified expo

sition of the subject. But there are aspects of the question

—the religious, for example - in which devotion , aspiration

and meditation play their parts, and here the introduction

of commercialism and the business spirit only leads to con

fusion and disaster. These elements will never mix .

PSYCHIC SCIENCE AND THE AMERICAN PRESS.

A correspondent writes :

Lady Stapley, who passed away on March 7th, was not

widely known by many outside her own circle of friends, but

her genial, loving influence on those who were privileged to

come into touch with her has had, and will continue to have,

through them a far -reaching, humanising, sweetening and up

lifting effect.

Her way of living was so divinely human that anyone

knowing her became aware of the presence of something

exceptionally rare in the common everyday experiences of
life .

It is the simple manifestations of life in Nature that

symbolise the most precious experiences of the Divine. To

many of her intimate friends her symbols were the tree that

spreads its branches, giving shade to the weary traveller, and

a hen gathering her chickens under her wings . It might be

said that no fluttering heart was with her long before she

divined its trouble, and enfolded it in warmth and security,

so that it felt the throb of her loving heart and found rest in

her deep intuitional sympathy.

Lady Stapley was best known beyond her immediate circle

by two little books entitled “ What came to me in the Silence.”

The first of these was published in 1899, and the second in

1902 . One of the allegories — the “River of Death " -in the

second book, is an apt description of her own attitude towards

death and the life beyond, while the dweller in the house

that faced the river " might well stand for her own portrait.

It was theprospectfrom that " room beyond ” that enchanted

her most, and which she loved to contemplate. Into that room

butcomparatively few cared to enter.

It is in the “ vestibule, filled with all kinds of lovely things,"

where most friends congregate, that the pleasant exchange of

friendly feeling finds expression and the things of time and

sense form the all-absorbing theme.

A very prevalent idea is that concern about spiritual things

has a tendency to unfit one for the practical part of life and

for the proper discharge of family and social duties . In her

experience, however, this was not so, but home and social life

were enlivened and entered into more fully through her realisa

tion of the more abundant life beyond with those who have

gone before into the eternal Reality .
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In its issue for February (the last which has reached us at

the time of writing), “ Current Opinion ” (New York ), one of

the leading American monthly journals, contains several

articles and illustrations of especial interest.

In a review of “Raymond ; or, Life and Death, ” which is

accompanied by a portrait of Raymond Lodge, " Current

Opinion ” remarks on the deep impression which the book has

made on the British public, quoting Light, the Spectator "

and other journals, and endorsing the opinion expressed in

these columns to the effect that the reviews of the work are

eloquent of the change that has come over the educated

opinion of the country . ”

“ The Insubstantiality of the Body as an Evidence of Im

mortality” is another article worthy of attention . It is a

commentary on a statement by the Rev. Dr. Bixby, an Ameri

can divine, to the effect that the monistic theory of life and

death is being markedly undermined by scientific investigation .

Dr. Bixby makes particular reference to the discontinuity of

matter in the human body.” The facts to which Dr. Bixby

alludes are now quite familiar to scientists -..., that the

molecule is simply a group of atoms united by electrical or

other energies, the atoms in turn being composed of still

smaller particles — the electrons or units of electricity . He quotes

amongst the views of other great physicists the opinion of Sir

Oliver Lodge that even in such an exceedingly solid atom as that

of lead or gold the space within the atom which is not occupied

by material particles is more than a million times greater

than the cubic space occupied by material substance. In the

light of these and other scientific facts , Dr. Bixby finds the

materialistic view of death utterly untenable. After citing

Haeckel with his three great eternal “ realities ” -viz ., matter,

ether and force, and Grant Allen, with his theory of material

forces being perpetually radiated off and transferred to inter

stellar and inter-atomic ether, Dr. Bixby asks, apropos of the

question of human survival :

Is it not entirely probable, then, that in accordance with

scientific laws and natural processes such psychic etheric

organism might both survive and build up for itself a new

physical body, and might betake itself to some other environ

ment where a fuller development and happier existence might

be its destiny ?

We might answer the question cheerfully in the affirmative.

St. Paul, who was not a scientist, but only a seer, said the same

thing nearly two thousand years ago, only in a " few other

words. " He told us that “ there is a natural body and there

is a spiritual body.” It takes a long time to reach by logic the

truths which are apprehended instantly by the higher faculty of

vision .

“ Current Opinion ” also reproduces the remarkable picture,

" The Imprisoned Christ , ” by that distinguished Pre -Raphaelite

artist, the late Mr. William S. Burton, whose decease was re

corded in Light last year. Mr. Burton was the father of

Miss Violet Burton, the well-known speaker, and a reproduc

tion of the painting, presented by her, is on exhibition in the

rooms of the Lovdon Spiritualist Alliance.

It may be added that the January issue of “ Current

Opinion " contained a portrait of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and

an article dealing with the important
pronouncement

made by

him in these columns in November last--a statement
which has

made the round of the civilised world and has formed the

theme of innumerable articles and notices.

We reproduce here the allegory by Lady Stapley, referred

to above, entitled

THE RIVER OF DEATH .

I lay me down in a certain place (as John Bunyan has it)

and fell asleep, and in my dream I found myself on an island

covered with verdure and most lovely in some parts, but in

others bare and desolate . There were many dwellings

scattered here and there among the trees, and to each was a

long strip of garden that went down to the water's edge . The

water appeared to be either a wide river or lake, as I could see

a faint outline of mountains on the horizon .

The houses, strange to say, had all been built with their

backs to the river and what lay beyond it. Most of the

windows that looked that way had shutters that appeared as

though they had never been opened .

As I passed in front of the houses I saw that they had

scarcely any outlook except to the public road , which was hot,

dusty, and commonplace to a degree .

A man, standing at the door of one of the houses, court

eously invited me to enter, and as I did so I remarked, “ How

strange it is that your windows do not face the lovely prospect,

but only look into thestreet. ”

Theman replied , “ We do not call that a lovely prospect,

and we only wish there were no river, and that we did not live
on an island.”

* Is there no narrower part that you could bridge over ? "

I asked .

That we dare not do, ” he replied ; we know nothing of

the land that lies on the other side, nor do we wish to ; all we

desire is to forget there is such a place until we have to go

there."

Are you compolled to go there ? ” I said with surprise.

Don't you want to see the country that lies so near your

OW
Why should we ? We know this place and are fairly

happy in it ; our life is suited to us ; we eat and drink and enjoy

the fow pleasures that come to us, and we let the future take

care of itself."

But are there no boats you could go across in and see

what it is like ? ” I asked .

Boats !” the man said, with a little shudder, we build

own ? "
66
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There is no fear of that,” she answered, “ I love the people

here too well."

Then I rose up and she led me into the hall, which was very

spacious and filled with all kinds of lovely things. As I looked

round, she said : “ I have made this as pleasant as I could ,

because very few of my friends come any farther than here."

How strange !" I cried . Do they not go into the rooms
that

you live in ? "

Oh, no,” she replied ; " why,some do not even know there

is any room but the hall , and others would not care to go into

any place that had its windows facing the river.”

As she said this, and with the sound of her friendly voice

yet ringing in my ears, I awoke.
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PHYSICAL PHENOMENA AND THE

ETHER.

A QUESTION FOR SIR OLIVER LODGE.

By F. C. CONSTABLE, M.A.

boats to cross that river ! No, no, you do not know what you

are talking about !”

" Has no boat ever crossed to you from that other shore ? "

" Yes," the man said , " that is the worst of it , we can't

prevent the boat coming here ; we would if we could . ”

At this I was more puzzled than ever, and I said to him ,

Who comes in the boat ? Surely the one who brings it knows

about the place he comes from ? "

" No doubt,” he answered, “ only, you see, we don't care to

look at him, much less speak to him . ”

Has no one spoken with him ? ”

Well, those who go with him may ; but they cannot come

back to tell us, so we know nothing of what happens when they

enter the boat. But don't let us talk of it, " continued the man

hastily, "for to-day my neighbour, who has lived next door to

me for fifty years, has been summoned, and I know not but

that accursed boat may be even now waiting for him . Oh, we

could be fairly happy but for that. Why, look you , I have

seen a lovely girl of mine taken, and she hated to leave all her

happy life behind her togo to some dull, dismal place ,never to
come back to those who loved her. Ah," he cried, “ it is

fiendish ! Why have we been made to live at all ? "

And I, touched by the man's misery, could do nothing but

move silently away , wondering much at what he had told me .

As I walked sorrowfully up the street I saw at the end of it a

bright, sunny -looking house which , unlike all the others, was

built with its front facing the river. Flowers grew in rich

abundance round it , and birds were singing among the shrubs

and trees that grew near. I was struck by the bright, cheerful

look of the place, and as I drew near a woman came up the

garden , softly singing to herself as she came, and in her hand
was a bunch of roses . On seeing me she ran up quickly, saying,

Do come in and rest ; you look so tired ! ”

As I passed in at the open gate she put herroses up to my

face and said : Are they not heavenly sweet ? ” And as the

scent of the flowers came to me, and with it the sweetness of

her friendly voice, all my sadness seemed to vanish like a mist

before the rising run.

Taking me through the hall into a room beyond , she led me

to a window -seatwhich looked out on the garden that stretched

far down to the river.

" Ah,” I cried, you don't mind the river being there, or

try to shut it out! ”

My dear child, why should I ? ” she said . That way all

my best beloved have gone, and when I hear, as I often do,

the plash of the oars as the boat is passing, my heart almost

leaps within me as I think, perchance, it may be coming for

15

It is stated by Sir Oliver Lodge :

But will be remembered that Dr. Crawford finds that if a

scale-pan below the table is at a height of about a foot, then

there is a considerable downward pressure on it - considerably

more than the weight of the table . In that case there must be
pressure on the floor.

I venture - trembling at my audacity-to ask if this be

necessarily true ?

To argue, we must accept fully Dr. Crawford's observations,

and from them it follows directly that the force levitating the

table is not the result of matter pressing on matter. When ,

for instance, the scale-pan is below the table, the table is not

levitated by matter (a material spring ?) between the table and

scale-pan, in which case action and reaction would follow a

known law ; but the table is levitated by something which is

not matter as at present known to us .

May not the reaction on the scale-pan be the result of the

scale-pan being within the area of the force ( ? ) moving the

table ? And, if so, that part of the scale- pan not within the

area would be unaffected by reaction , and so the floor remains

unaffected. A new experiment by Dr. Crawford would easily

determine the fact of whether there is or is not reaction on the

floor.

What I write hereafter would come better from Sir Oliver

himself ; but I think what I state is scientifically correct.

By far the greater part of the table itself exists not in matter,

but in etheric form . The etheric form of the table is determined

by the motion of a comparatively few entities confined tomove

ment within the etheric form of the table , and the (material ?)

resistance of the table as a table is a function of the movements

of the said entities.

It follows, directly, that the greater part (the etheric part)

of the table is open to the effect of forces unknown to us, so

that incidentally the table which to us appears a continuity of

matter may be affected in a way which the laws of Nature, so

far as we linow them , do not explain.

me.
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But,” I said, " you cannot comeback , and you don't know

where you are going. "

Come back ! ” she cried, “ but did any ever dream of

wishing to come back when once they reach that other shore ?

And," she continued , softly smiling , " I know enough about

the place where I am going often to wish myself there."
Haven't you been happy here ? " I asked .

' Yes, very, very happy,” she replied , and just because I

have, I feel so sure I shall be still happy ; no place can change

the condition of one's mind, you see. ”

I said, “ If the people would only try to see the one who

comes for them they might not be so much afraid .”

At this a lovely light came into her eyes, and she gave a
little sigh . " We are so foolish,” she said ; “ I have lived for

many years in one of the houses you passed, and I hated the

very thought of the river and all that it meant . The only thing

that helped me was the knowledge that all had to take this

journey sooner or later . As one after another of my loved ones

left me, I greatly longed to know how it fared with them , and

would often go on a clear day and gaze
and gaze across the river,

wondering if they, perchance, might be looking back at the

place they had left . After a time someone very dear to me was

summoned, who greatly feared to go. I did not speak the

thought that arose in my mind , but I wondered if I, too,

might go with my beloved. So when he went to the water's

edge and stepped into the boat, I cried to the shrouded figure

in the bow, 'Ah, do not separate us,but let me go with him ! '

The figure turned, and, with uplifted hand , forbade me ; but I

saw underneath the dark garment that he wore a robe of

dazzling whiteness, and his face was as the face of an angel .

Since then I came to live where I could shut out, sometimes,

the dull sordid street, and forget welive on an island altogether.

And do you know,” she continued , “ on a very still, quiet night

I can often hear far-off voices of glad and happy people, and

sweet strains of music are wafted across, and the river seems

all blotted out, and there is nothing between me and that land

but fair meadows, carpeted with flowers, and there the dear

friends come and meet me and together we hold sweet converse. ”

But,” I said, does this not unfit you for this place and

make you less happy in it ? "

Sir Oliver Lodge, to whom the above communication was

shown, writes :

My comments on Dr. Crawford's experiments proceeded on

the assumption, on which I understand he also was working,

that the ordinary laws of mechanics applied ; just as they

apply, so far as is known, to the sometimes puzzling action of

live things in general .

My friend Mr. Constable postulates the possibility of modi

fied or extended laws of motion , and it may be that facts will

be discovered which drive us to this extremity : but I expect

that both Dr. Crawford and I will wait to be driven in this

interesting but hypothetical direction . I hope to see the Ether

brought into the scheme of Mechanics some day ; but there is

much to be done first .

OLIVER LODGE.
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THE Times " of the 17th inst, contains a remarkable

article, Before Caiaphas. The Closed Mind," to which we

hope to make a further reference next week .
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true. We can speak from painful experience in the same

direction . Yet these contradictory statements related to

physical facts in the physical world , and not to the super

physical regions which we are only just beginning to

explore. Is it necessary to say more ?

We stated recently that the solution of the problem of

a life after death was now a scientific proposition . Then

why, we are asked, do we make so much of the question of

morals - conduct and right living ? What have these things

to do with scientific inquiry ? A great deal, a very great

deal. Go into a munitions factory or a laboratory in which

dangerous chemicals are being handled, and see how strictly

the factor of conduct is insisted upon . Thesafety of those

concerned depends on the strict observance of rules, and

the honour and conscience of those who are asked to

observe them . We might take another illustration -- per

haps a better one, since a question of life material comes in

we mean the science of training wild beasts. The man who

goes fearlessly into the lions' den will tell you how neces

sary it is that he shall live a clean life. By some strange

instinct the wild beasts know when their trainers have

descended to vicious courses. They scent the weakening of

will and moral fibre which follows, and are quick to take

advantage of it . The man's ascendancy suffers, and if he

persists in his evil course he inevitably falls a prey at last

to the vigilant savagery which he has lost the power to

subdue. Do not tell us that Science or Art have nothing

to do with morality, with Religion . That is a monstrous

and horrible doctrine . We have only to look at the world

to -day to observe the fruits of it.

APPLICATIONS by Members and Associates of the London Spirit

ualist Alliance, Ltd., for the loan of books from the Alliance

Library should be addressed to the Librarian , Mr. B. D. Godfrey ,

Office of the Alliance , 110, St. Martin's -lane , W.C.

SOME EXPLANATIONS AND A MORAL.

" THE REALITY OF PSYCHIC PHENOMENA."

A TESTIMONY OF PERSONAL EXPERIENCE.

By Str WILLIAM F. BARRETT, F.R.S.

Much of the criticism which is offered by readers

regarding the conduct and policy of Ligur --criticism

which , it is pleasant to observe, is nearly always friendly in

tone -- relates to things of minor importance that have

already been taken into consideration . But now and again

a point emerges which seems to call for a clear explanation

and reply .

We find that some readers of late have been exercised

by the appearance in Light of notices of, and not unfriendly

comments on , the activities of certain cults and movements

which have somehow fallen out of the main track of philo

sophical and scientific Spiritualism . These groups consist

of people who have become infatuated with systems,

doctrines, and special revelations resting on the authority

of particular persons. Our correspondents seem to fear that

the notice taken by Ligut of these matters suggests a

danger of its being drawn in ” as a supporter of some

particular cult or cults . There is no cause for any such

fears. We abide, as always, by our fundamental principles

-the reality of a world beyond the present and the possi

bility of communication with it . That is broad ground ,

and it calls for breadth of vision and breadth of policy.

The central ideas are unitary ; they link up all groups and

schools of thought which follow them . However much we

may disagree with some of these coteries, however much

we may deplore the strange medleys of fact and fantasy

into which they have turned our simple truths , we should

not forget that differences of view, however acute, should

never be allowed to develop into prejudice or animosity. The

danger of being too broad is less to be feared than the

peril of narrowness . We can be very indulgent with those

who have strayed into thickets and by -paths which lead

nowhere. They will all in due time have to return to the

great high road.

Others of our correspondents wonder at the fact that

after so many years of exploration and inquiry there is

still so much doubt and disputation concerning the nature

of the next life . Yet only a few days ago one of our

foremost dramatists, in the course of an article in a London

daily, referred to the hopelessness of trying to get reliable

information on any special subject by consulting experts.

They were often wildly at variance in their statements,

and he noted a tendency on the part of each expert to ex

plain the divergences on the ground that any statement

which differed from his own must have been made by a

person who did not know his own business . It is quite

I was glad to read in a recent number of Light Sir Oliver

Lodge's appreciation of Dr. Crawford's book on “ The Reality

of Psychic Phenomena. " Having had the opportunity,

through Dr. Crawford's kindness, of a couple of sittings with

the remarkable medium , Miss Goligher - through whom the

manifestations described in Dr. Crawford's book were obtained

-I can testify to the genuineness and amazing character of

these physical manifestations, and also to the patient care and

skill which have characterised Dr. Crawford's long and laborious

investigation .

Every opportunity was afforded me for criticalexamination ;

the light was sufficiently good for me to see the medium and

the sitters , who were seated around and a short distance from

the small table. When the table rose from the floor to a

height of some eighteen inches, I requested all the sitters to raise

their clasped hands above their heads ; this they did, and I

counted the hands to see that all were raised. Then , having

received permission to try and push the table down, I found

it resisted such considerable pressure that I got upon the table,

and when seated was swayed to and fro, and finally tilted off

the table . The table then inverted itself, its four legs being in

the air and the top resting on the floor. Grasping two of the

upturned legs I found the table resisted my strongest efforts

to lift it, or even displace it, from its position . I could see

that none of the feet of the sitters rested on the table, which

appearoil glued or bolted to the floor. After I had returned

to my place outside the circle, I distinctly saw the table

slowly rise from the ground and return to its normal position

with its legs on the floor. If the medium, or any of the

sitters, had attempted to lift the table and replace it in its

original position , I should have seen their hands grasping the

upturned legs of the tablo, but this was not the case.

The rapping and blows that occurred were so noisy and

vigorous that they sounded like a sledge hammer on the floor,

and I fully oxpected the ceiling of the room below would have

a
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fallen from the concussion. Other extraordinary physical

phenomena occurred which I have described in my book, " On

the Threshold of the Unseen , ” which Messrs. Kegan Paul,

Trench & Co. hope to issue this month , and the publication of

which has been delayed by the shortage of printers.

Unfortunately, though Dr. Crawford had made elaborate

arrangements for me to test his weighing experiments at a sub

sequent sitting, I was unable to verify his results, as a message

was rapped out that the medium was unwell that evening,

which, in fact, turned out to be the case.

In conclusion, I may add that I was much impressed with
I

the sincerity and good faith of Miss Goligher and her family,

and their readiness to comply with any suggestion I made.

Hearty thanks are due to Dr. Crawford for the courage he has

shown in publishing the results under his own name.

THE LATE W. J, COLVILLE.
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A PUZZLE TO PROFESSOR BLACKIE .

By E. KATHARINE BATES .

)

I am delighted to read Mr. Stanley Gordon's tribute to W.

J. Colville in Light of the 3rd inst. Mr. Colville's friends in

America, in the Colonies and in the United Kingdom must be

numberless, for I should imagine no more kindly soul as well

as capable seer over lived .

I first heard Mr. Colville recite an impromptu poem in a

church in New York in 1886. Several subjects were suggested

to him by the congregation, most of them ethical ; the last

named , however, was “The Floral Tribute to General Grant,"

and I was much struck by the ingenious way in which this was

interwoven with one of the ethical subjects. It appeared a

hopeless task when he began, but it was achieved quite naturally.

I heard many lectures from him later, both in the rooms of the

London Spiritualist Alliance and in those of the Higher

Thought Centre ” when it was located in Cheniston Gardens.

His serene and placid temperament always attracted me greatly.

He seemed incapable of a hasty judgment or a bitter word

about his fellow creatures — a great asset in his life's work as

well as a most enviable possession for himself. We must all

struggle against les defauts de nos qualités, as the French put it

so happily , and perhaps those more energetic and impulsive souls

who are sometimes tempted to call down upon their adversaries

the fire which does not always descend from Heaven, can best

appreciate the role of the true pacifist. Readers may be in

terested to hear what the famous Professor Blackie said about

Mr. Colville when my dear old friend Mrs. Wiseman brought

bim under the Professor's notice as a boy of fourteen

or fifteen years old . (Mrs. Wiseman will be remembered

by some of the " Old Brigade ” as a most courageous and

loyal Spiritualist of many years' standing .) Professor'

Blackie was
one of her many interesting friends, but he

had no sympathy with her psychical views and was fully

prepared to explain away everything on natural grounds

i.e. , trickery on one side and delusion on the other. After

seeing and experimenting with young Colville, liowever,

he had the honesty to say to his hostess, “ Everything

you have shown me or told mo about I can explain-except

one thing I must confess the only thing that baffles me

and that I can't explain is that boy. " Mr. Gordon's interesting

reference to Mr. Colville's abnormal knowledge of Church

history, &c ., throws light upon Professor Blackie's words.

I would fain place my small pebble on the cairn that must

be raised in the hearts of all who knew him—the pioneer wlio

worked with such zeal and courage during his whole life in a

cause which was far less tolerated forty years ago than it is

to -day.

The perusal of Mr. Samuel Hopgood Hart's newly issued work,

The Credo of Christendom ” (noticed recently in “ Notes by

the Way " ), has stirred in the mind of Madame Isabelle de

Steiger many recollections of the Hermetic Society and its

founders, and reflections on their teachings. She writes :

The new material now collected by Mr. Hart, as well as

the biographical preface, & most valuable one, chiefly refers to

the foundation and formation of the Hermetic Society in 1881.

It should be recalled that there was then a saying repeated

among persons more or less disciples of Anna Kingsford and

Edward Maitland, or much interested in their teachings, to the

effect that they stated that the world would come to an end

in 1881 .

Here I may mention that as my book notes, diaries, and

MSS. up to that period were with all my effects (I was pre

paring for a one woman picture show ” in London) totally

burnt in a fire in a furniture repository in Edinburgh in 1898,

I have most unfortunately onlymy memory by which to recall

dates. It was, however, in 1881 that Anna Kingsford and

Edward Maitland were most prominent among Theosophists

and Spiritualists and others, and it was in the same year that

the now important weekly, LIGHT, succeeded the former Spirit

ualist organ called “ The Spiritualist.”

That"saying "-often,alas, repeated as a jest much to my

annoyance - was much misunderstood, for the world still

exists.

Nevertheless, though the timepiece of the Universe does not

exactly synchronise in its hour and minute hands with our mun

dane clock , neither does the universal almanack exactly repeat

that of the Church or the Nautical Calendars and the figures

seem somewhat astray, yet is there not a general feeling that

about that period ( 1881) the state of things - social, political,

and religious - began to heave, as it were, causing a general

sensation of increasing dislocation to the then stifly -jointed

machinery imprisoning everybody ?

This set of causes started onan ever-increasing momentum

and culminated in the present Niagara out-rush--the war of

1914. Not a doubt about it ; the world as then constituted

began to come to an end in 1881 .

In 1884 Anna Kingsford and Edward Maitland founded

the Hermetic Society. This event was alsoa sort of prescient

indication of the course which events would take, disturbing

and disrupting the trend of conventional and ordinary thought.

I refer to orthodox thought in science as well as in religion

and social life . Let any thinker reflect on the course of events,

how shafts of dazzling but most disturbing light have broken

up the conventional thought -prisms.

The object of the Hermetic doctrine is to bring man back

to the true land, i.e. , the Biblical doctrine - that of the Fall,

and the consequent necessity on the part of man of an en

deavour to return , by means of his re-birth , to the old truths

and to his original condition called in Scripture a state of

perfect happiness in Paradise ; for this world, though now a

wreck and a reproach to humanity, once wasParadise, and man

enjoyed perfect happiness in his Paradisaical birthplace.

This Hermetic doctrine, as quoted in the classical writers

and as taught by Anna Kingsford and Edward Maitland,

entails belief in the reincarnation of man , otherwise of his living

many lives, not one only, on this earth.

Anna Kingsford and Edward Maitland were the great and

first teachers to the British nation of this most ancient and,

I think, true doctrine. Under the lead of Allan Kardec,

the French Spiritualists distinctly specified the fact of

human beings having to pass through successive lives on

earth ; but the British Spiritualists have entirely negatived

and repudiated this doctrine. Later on in her teachings Madame

Blavatsky strongly enforced the Hindoo and Buddhist view,

and in later years reincarnation and karma have been the

royal flags, as it were, of the Theosophical school.

For my own part, I differ from the Theosophical point of

view and hold to the most ancient one, that reincarnation is

a fact, a necessity, a destiny, and is inherent in the prime fact

that man is now born naturally of the flesh , and in accordance

with the present terrible laws of Nature. These rule and have

ruled us since that great crisis, the Fall, so that now when a

man dies he passes away from this prison of the flesh, but unless

during his incarceration in this flesh he has made every effort to

clothe himself with the Sun ," a regenerate astral body fitted

for bis immortal spirit, he merely passes away into one of the

many astral conditions to which he is astrally akin ; but he

has by no means thereby gained immortality ; he has merely a

SIR WILLIAM BARRETT writes, expressing his approval of

the advertising changes in LIGHT.

MR. HERBERT G. PAULL, of 395, College -street, Toronto,

es secretary of the Association for Psychical Research of

Canada, sends us particulars of the incorporation of the

society, which , he adds, has a good membership, and is parti

cularly well officered. The president is Dr. Albert D. Watson ,

trell known in Canada as an author and poet.
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Kingsford's fatigued and lovely face, with the slight drowsiness

floating even over her features; Edward Maitland's brilliant

gaze as he looked across us all to the scene he was mentally

picturing all the faces merged in one, for my drowsiness was

no flitting sensation ; it held me bound , and I confess I can

remember nothing of what was a most profound and remark

able discourse, but only the fact of my awaking at its close .

But Edward Maitland and Anna Kingsford had no small

Anna Kingsford laughed, and said something about

Hebrew not beinga general language. Both those Kabalists

and scholars much appreciated Anna Kingsford's Kabalistic
attainments ; at that period the name Kabala

Abracadabra to me !

I have had in after years many opportunities of discussing

" The Perfect Way " and other writings with my great friend,

that remarkable classical scholar, Mrs. Atwood ( referred to on

pp. 46 et seq .) and her appreciation of the rare ability and

classical excellence of these books greatly delighted me. Un

fortunately when such rare people all live at the same time

more or less, and under such varying circumstances and places,

there are so many cross-currents at work that it is almost

impossible at the time to realise the importance and value

of each.

I feel very sure that Mr. Hart's devotion to these writ

ings will bring the reward it deserves . In these days how

eagerly and anxiously Church and laity are searching for truth

and for some standard of authority which will clearly pro

claim that Christianity is alive and in full fighting order ! This,

I feel sure , will be clear to any and every honest soul who

studies what truly should be, and is, the Credo of Christendom .

ISABELLE DE STEIGER.
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surviving soul, and in due time he has to redeem this soul or

he never returns to his original and immortal condition , the

true man .

Now, how to accomplish this true destiny of mankind is

the doctrine taught in the Hermetic school. Later on came

the more modern thinkers of the Evangelical school,who, despite

their view of the vicarious sacrifice and their misconstruc

tion of the true teachings regarding the blood of Christ, yet

in a rough and raw fashion revived the old truth that

man must be born again . What being born again or being

regenerated means, briefly, is comprised in the fact that man is

gifted with the potentiality of such God-like wisdom that he

can arrive, even in this world, at such a condition of angelic

wisdom that he can in the extremity of his contrition see God

and yet live .

The doctrine of reincarnation so earnestly taught by

Edward Maitland and Anna Kingsford may doubtless again be

accepted by the Catholic Church. There seems no absolute

certainty that it was ever denounced by any Æcumenical

Council, but rather that it was one that gradually slipped out

of public teaching. May it not be that when the greatMaster

Teacher so often and with such authority reiterated the warn

now is the time," there were among the various con

flicting sects, views, teachings, many frivolous people who put

off the day of reckoning, and whodid not redeem the time nor
pay heed to the Apostles' stern direction to put off the old

man.” May it not be that between the various views the growing

Church itself did not specially carefully endorse the doctrine

of reincarnation and people were left to act as they each felt

able ? There must have been a great clashing of views and

doctrines as the growing Christian Church fought out their

claims to a world -wide religion . I say fought out, for under

no circumstances can Christianity be called a religion of peace.

It points, however, the only road to peace. Plainly the whole

and real value of Christianity is the fact that it emphasises the

inner or spiritual road to that regeneration which is necessary

to every child of man in a personal, not a general sense only.

All religions , in the main , teach the same truth , and

various meansand ways to arrive at this end have been pro

mulgated by the other great world - teachers. While as human

beings we must respect them all, it is impossible for us as

Christians to really follow to their appointed end other

than our respective birth religions. Though a Christian may

think he has a full and complete understanding of, let

us say, Buddhism , and a Buddhist may think the same

regarding Christianity, I do not believe it . There is an inner

rift which transposes ideas equally to both , and neither of

them ever passes it in this state of life . This is a mystery, and

has reference to that plane of mystery-the astral world ;

therefore as a mystery I leave it and return to our noble

souls , " as Jacob Böehme was kind enough to call his appre

ciative readers. Still more am I inclined to call “ noble souls

those who inhabited the bodies called Edward Maitland and

Anna Kingsford .

I may incidentally mention that I possess an old fourteenth

or fifteenth century book called "The Doctrine of Pre-exist

ence," written in a scholarly and careful fashion, addressed to

orthodox readers, in which the writer, the Dean of Down,"

claims that this doctrine was never prohibited in the early

centuries, but merely overlooked .

There is one point I must frankly touch upon , and that is

this : Many readers seem to think that Edward Maitland and

Anna Kingsford , in their anxiety to clarify the true Christ doc

trine from its seeming idolatry in its worship of the man

god Jesus of Nazareth , have somewhat mystified their own

doctrine, so that the figures of Jesus and the Holy Family

become in their teaching practically myths only. I do not

think this. What I do consider is this, that Anna Kingsford

and Edward Maitland did not sufficiently explain that it

was not the outer lives of these people that mattered to the

world, and that minute historical accuracy did not, could not,

and need not exist, for what really was requisite was the right

understanding of the arch or spiritual symbolism that these

epochal people held implicit in their outward lives .

I remember but few of the Hermetic gatherings. They

were held in various places, chiefly in the rooms of the Royal

Asiatic Society, Albemarle - street, W. There I first met those

great Kabalists, Mr. McGregor Mathers and Dr. Wynn

Westcott.

I recollect one very hot June afternoon a very learned

paper being read by the former. Theatmosphere was oppressive

and overpowering in the great dark room walled with huge

books ; I was tired and exhausted with a long day's work in

my studio , and it was about five o'clock . I shall not casily

forget the confused vision of heads I had , combined with the

encircling row of white busts of the great Oriontal scholars

they figured - Mr. Mathers' dark, ascetic, stern featuros ; Anna
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( Continued from page 83.)

Among my greatest privileges has been that of receiving

instruction from an angel whom I call " The Mentor." From

the record of my psychic experiences to which I have referred

I will quote some things he has said to me :

The souls of many are calling for more light - light to guide

them to God, the great All Father. And there before them , if

they could only see it, shines the light they need, the only

light by which their souls can find peace, the light of God's

love as revealed to them in Christ, the loving Saviour who has

spoken to them in such tender accents, Come unto me and I

will give you rest.”

To all who earnestly seek to know God and to open their

hearts to Him, He sends His holy angels, to minister to them,

to give them spiritual guidance and comfort that they may

realise they are truly God's children and precious in His sight.

There are angels, hosts of angels, eager, anxious, yearning,

longing to minister to mankind, to persuade them to open the

windows of their souls to the light-God's light - which brings

with it that peace of mind that passeth all understanding. But

because most of them dwell in spiritual darkness and worship

false gods — the gods of selfish gain, of earthly fame or sensual

pleasures -- or are so depressed by poverty and misery they

do not even realise they have souls, the angels cannot minister

to them as they so fervently wish to do.

Few among the many millions of mankind know anything

of the angels or their ministry on earth. The greatmajority of

their spiritual teachers are equally ignorant. They believe that

the angels remain always in heaven enjoying bliss unspeakable

themselves, but heedless and forgetful of struggling, suffering

mankind on earth whose souls are starving.

As we rise higher in the heavenly sphores, we gain a deeper

broader knowledge of God's love. To the extent that

realise it do we ourselves reflect, though feebly , it seems to us

God's attributes , And as God's lovefor His children on eartl

is no less than His love for His children in the Heavenly

spheres, how could we be what we are and not love them also :

Even as your heart, sister, is moved to compassion by seeing

one on earth who is starving, and you gladly give him o

your means that he may obtain food, so are we, to a greate

extent, filled with compassionato yearning to feed the starving

souls of God's many millions-to bring to them the wonderfu

gift of God's love.

The love of God is not a more abstraction, it is some

thing real ; it is the most potent force in the world . It is t

the soul of man what the sun is to the earth on which b

dwells . Deprived of the life -giving heat and light of th

we
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A GOLDEN SENTENCE FROM PYTHAGORAS .

BY LEWIS FIRTH,
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sun the earth will yield man nothing that will satisfy his

physical hunger. He may dig and plough and sow, but nothing

will ripen for him . And the soul that is shut off from the

fructifying light of Divine love will yield nothing that will

satisfy the needs of the spiritual nature for sustenance. The

man who ignores God, whose soul is never illumined by the

glorious light of Divine love, despite the most laborious efforts

of his own intellect, however gifted he may be, can find no satis

factory answer to the deep problems of existence which press

upon every earnest nature for solution . But as the magnetic

needle turns to the pole, so does the soul, under the influence

of Divine love, turn to the Heavenly Father and hearken

unto Him . Then do the doubts and perplexities that assailed

him when he trusted solely to the guidance of his own reason

vanish. Peace wraps him round . His fears are dispelled. He

feels that wisdom far higher than his own is counselling him ,

and that which he has yearned to know , that which will alone

give him peace of mind, is being revealed to him . He realises

then that God does indeed exist, and that God is directing his

paths. To attain that state of mind which renders him

accessible to the ministry of the angels and brings his soul

into communion with his Maker, man must cease his

mental struggles. He must acknowledge his own inability

to find that which his soul needs. He must yield himself
to that instinct of prayer which is implanted in all

hearts. He must pray for help. Be it in words or in a

voiceless longing, it matters not so that it be sincere . Prayer

is the great purger of the soul of those things that keep it

from hearkening unto God. By prayer he enters the silence

where all jarring discords are stilled. And there, reverently

and humbly, he should await the answer to his prayer. It

should not be expected in material and tangible form, nor in

audible words, but in the thoughts and feelings that are im

pressed upon him . For it is at such times there is revealed to

man the truth that makes him free-free from fear in all its

varied formis — and he partakes of that blessedness which is
found in rest in the Lord .

Some hymns are still sung in churches and chapels which

proclaim the faith of the assembled worshippers in the reality

of angel ministry, even in these modern days . It will be a glad

day for Christendom when those who sing these hymns with

pious fervour really believe them , and when those who are

engaged in spreading the good tidings of the gospel avail them

selves of the help of the angels.

>

The perfection of the soul will correct the depravity of the

body, but the strength of the body without reason will not

make the soul better . – PYTHAGORAS.

The part played by most movements, social or religious,

whose objective is either the salvation of the individual or the

improvement of the race, is not unlike that which medicine

plays in disease, i.e. , to relieve the pain, but it rarely succeeds

in correcting the cause which produced the disease.

The recent mission, in the Established Church, of Repent

ance and Hope,” is an example of what I mean . The causes

that have produced an indifference to Christianity are deeply

rooted in its errors rather than the truths for which it stands .

It is the clergy - high and low-who need repentance.

They have, for the most part, failed to interpret and apply the

teachings of their Master, whose mission was that of a physician

who did more than relieve , for he healed— “ made whole .”

Let the Church perfect its soul, and the depraved body will

cease to grow the weeds and thistles of make-believe and un

righteousness, and religion will become, not a byword, but a

living stream for thirsty souls .

After two thousand five hundred years the Pythagorean

philosophy offers a solution to the evils of the body, of universal

validity. It is simple and comprehensive. It is an inversion

of the present methods of science, education , and social reform .

It introduces us to root principles. Instead of tinkering with

effects, we lay hold of the truth that will make us free, viz .,

that the causes of disease, poverty, depravity and vicious

environments do not originate in the body but in the soul .

It is probably true that myth and legend obscure much of

the noble teachings of Pythagoras . But analogy will help us

here as elsewhere to comprehend what he taught and knew

about the soul. Yet I have no hesitation in atfirming that the

knowledge which we moderns possess of the soul is not one

whit in advance of that possessed by the seers of all ages.

The Pythagoreans taught that the soul was one, indivisible

and perfect. It was capable of ascending to the plane of a

God or descending to the level of a beast . The limitation im

posed by the physical bocly tended to hold the soul in bondage .

This bondage was manifested to Pythagoras in what he called

the depravity of the body. " Whilst the soul always remained

one, it could inhabit successive bodies .

Perhaps a modern statement of what the term “ soul " im

plies will help us to simplify and illumine the truth involved

in his golden saying.

The soul is a finer body-the physical form is composed of

matter drawn from the earth and forming a kind of matrix

built upon or round the soul , which interpenetrates, or is in

close contact with , the physical body. During earth -life it

is attached to the physical body by what has repeatedly been

described as " silver cord ” —the spiritual umbilical cord .

During sleep and in the hypnotic trance, and when death takes

place in a natural manner, the soul can be seen hovering over

the physical body, not unlike a captive balloon , the cord per

mitting the soul to function daily on its own plane, whilst re

taining mastory over the earthly body.

And justas tho umbilical cord determines the circulation from

mother to child , so the spiritual umbilicus is the bridge over

which the life - forces from the soul , and impacts from the bodily

senses, pass to and fro in determined orbits. Impacts from

the body give rise to sensations in the soul , the material from

which perceptions and conceptions are born .

Again, the soul is the great workshop of the spirit in which

experiences are worked up into faculty. The memory of an

act may face and die but the rosults determine the kind of

behaviour we manifest to our fellows . From the experiences

garnered from our earthly sojourn, the soul is weaving the

mosaic of eternity. The soul is the preserver of the past , the

transformer of the present, and the “ will to power ” which

determines mathematically the path we shall travel, the ex

periences necessary for our growth ; in a sentence, it is the

master of its own fate,

A GENERATION AGO.

(FROM " LIGHT OF MARCH 26Th, 1887.)

We have received communications from several quarters

animadverting on the employment of an antiquated and
obsolete Act of Parliament against such persons as “ Neptune,”

in whose defence Mr. C. C. Massey [ a barrister and well-known

writer on psychical subjects, now deceased ) so generously came
forward . Some correspondents suggest a petition to Parlia

ment; but that course would not be successful, we fear. These
relics of a by -gone age of intolerance must be left to die out

of themselves under an enlightened and wise growth of public

opinion. Every case in which an obsolete statute is unjustly

or unduly pressed is one step towards its abrogation .

The Sheffield Daily Telegraph ” ( March 15th) records a

good case of faith-healing at Lincoln . Richard Green, son of

Charles Green , of Ripon -street, Lincoln, suffered from an

attack of paralysis, and from epileptic fits . He was unable to

move except by the aid of crutches. He has lately attended

faith -healing meetings at Nottingham , where he resides, at 54,

King's Meadow -road . The effect upon him is such as would

scarcely be believed, were it not that his friends and those who

know him have ocular demonstration that he has been wonder

fully and mysteriously cured. He is full of life and spirit

and walks about as if nothing had ever been amiss with him . "

a
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We hope to publish next week an article by Sir W.

Barrett on that extraordinary book , " The Weird Adventures

of Professor Delapine,” with some remarks on the author.

PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY .-We have received from Mr.

William Jeffrey, of Glasgow , a remarkable photograph ofhim

self and another sitter taken by magnesium -wire flashlight in

his dining-room on the evening of the 26th of January last in

the presence of members of the Crewe Circle. In the lower

half ofthe picture appears a very distinct " psychic extra ,” which
Mr. Joffrey declares is a true likeness of his late wife. He adds

that he possesses no other portrait like it, as it represents Mrs.

Jeffrey as she appeared in the later years ofher life, subsequent

to the last photograph she had taken .

a
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any verdict amongst men, wise or otherwise, to the effect that

the subjeot is dead . ” We have made a tremendous advance

since 1881 , and the truth has taken hold on the minds of the

intelligent portion of the public,

SCIENCE , PAILOSOPHY, AND THE ABSOLUTE .

The soul, then , is not only the garden of life," where

seeds are sown which bloom and ripen in the physical body,

in acts and habits which degrade or ennoble our character ; but

further, if action and reaction are equal and opposite, then

every thought, desire, wish and emotion complete the circuit,

returning, boomerang-like, to the cause -world from which they

originated.

The key to the formation of habits and their cure is ono

of the most illuminating ideas in the whole Pythagorean

philosophy. It is fundamentally opposed to the explanations

offered by deterministic psychology, so brilliantly expounded

by the late Wm. James, the Harvard professor of psychology,

wherein he states -- ( " Text- Book ofPsychology" )-- that habit at

bottom " has a physical basis ," or again , " the philosophy of

* habit is a chapter in physics rather than in physiology or

psychology."

The basis of habit lies deeper than matter, however

attenuated . Physics may measure its effects, but cannot ex

plain them . The key to depravities of the body - degraded

habits - is to be found in the cause -world of mind within the soul.

The physical body holds up the mirror in which the soul's

imperfections are seen in their true perspective . No Acts of

Parliament will make a sober nation , nor eradicate the vices

bodily depravities--from its citizens. The body may increase

in weight and size in days of prosperity, but the stronger it

grows the more likely is it to fall a ready prey to those depravi

ties of the soul which depend upon the body for their satisfac

tion .

The roots of bodily depravity lie deeper than the cells,

fibres and organs of the brain ; and if man is to be " twice

born ," or baptised of the spirit ” and “ converted ” in the

evangelical sense of renewal, he can only accomplish this feat

through purification of the soul from depraved desires for

sensual satisfaction. Thus only can he enter the path and be

come the master of his own destiny.

In the preface to the popular edition of his “ Matter, Spirit

and the Cosmos ” (Rider and Son , 1s . net) -- a work which in

its original form was reviewed at considerable length in LIGHT

for January 8th , 1910, and which has been reprinted without

alteration -- Mr. H. Stanley Redgrove repeats his former assur

ance that his object in writing the book was to attempt no

final and complete oxplanations, “ but to make such sugges

tions as I think will be found helpful to the reader in working

out his own solutions to the great problems of the Universe."

Personally we think Mr. Redgrove has succeeded and that no

small part of his success is due to the terseness and clearness

with which he states his case. We select the following passage

for quotation because it forms a picturesque break in what is

mostly calm and passionless argument:

And now we come to the great question - What is God the

Self -existent ? What is True and Absolute Substance ? What

is That which requires no explanation for its Being ? Matter,

replies Materialism , the eternal atoms—these are our gods.

And we turn to Science and ask, Is this so ? And Science

sighs . Ah ! me, she says, I, too , used to think that way, the

way of Materialism , once, and I used to talk of the indestructi

bility of matter and the eternal atoms ; but deep down in my

heart I always found it hard to believe in sixty- or seventy- odd

gods, and felt that a monistic explanation must be forth

coming. And once I took an atom in my hand - radium ' tis

called - and lo and behold ! it exploded into a thousand tiny

fragments -- some, tiny units of electricity - and then I knew

Materialism to be false. What is matter ? you ask ; that I

cannot say for certain, probably the manifestation of electrical

forces, probably (if we push the analysis a step further) a

singularity in the ether, but the self-existent - certainly not !

And we turn to Philosophy and put the same query, Does

Materialism speak that which is true ? And Philosophy, being

in a sceptical mood, laughs. Matter, she says, what is matter

-what is it but a symbol I create in my mind ? I touch, I

taste, I see-what ? I am conscious, that is the fact I know,

and I call the varying modes by which I am conscious by

different names ; some modes of consciousness, those I call by

such names as seeing,” “ tasting,” “ touching," I have good

reason to believe, arise in some way on account of an external

world ; but what is this external world ? Ask me of con

sciousness - not of matter-I know not matter !

FROM THE NOTEBOOK OF “ M.A. (OXON ). "

A MESSAGE FOR THE HOUR .

66

DEATH OF MR. W. J. TAYLOR.
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Looking through one of the old Notebooks of the Rev.

William St ntcn Moses (“ M.A., Oxon " ) recently, we came

upon a message from his inspirers written in February, 1881 .

It is so appropriate to the events of the present time that it

may be usefully transcribed here:

You must not take too seriously the surface differences and

dissensions . They are inevitable. Our friend Epes [Epes

Sargent), who saw them in his earth-life and was so distressed

by them, sees now how little they will affect final issues. This

strife of undeveloped or half developed minds is inevitable.

They are attracted to the subject, and become influenced by

spirits of a like nature with themselves. They will hover on

the fringe of the movement always and in times of distress

and unrest will seem to be ruining it . They have no such

power. Be content. The various parasites who prey on us

and you , who earn a scanty notoriety by connection with us,

or gather a precarious livelihood by fraud , are of little account.

They will make their little commotion and die. But be sure

of this : every time that Spiritualism is incriminated through

the frauds or follies of its professors it will gain by the trial .

It will be seen that these are the counterfeits, that it must

needs be a divine truth that can outlive such assaults, and

men minds will be drawn to consider the evidences for its

truth, and these will stand out more clearly and gain added

weight from the contrast. If exposures avail to wipe out the

present methods of dealing with low spirits through public

mediums they will have wrought a most beneficent work, for

we need not point out that every exposure that has disgraced

the name of Spiritualism has come from the neglect of obvious

and simple precautions . : . So long as communion is sought

in the way and by the people that it is , you must needs expect

to have the public movemant infested by the undeveloped.

This phase will eat itself out, and then your wise men will

begin to say that Spiritualism is dead. Not so . It will then

begin really to live.

The above message appears to have reference to those

fiascos in connection with physical mediumship which were

so distressing to the earnest students of earlier days who had

acquainted themselves with the reality of genuine phenomena .

It may be observed that there is little likelihood to-day of

Mr. J. Rutherford , of Roker- by -the- Sea, Sunderland,

writes :

Although we all view death as a momentary matter, a

swift dream out of which one awakes with the reality of a

glorious life, or as the 'poet puts it, the flight of a bird

through the arch of gloom into the sunshine beyond," one

cannot help feeling deeply sorrowful when a brother, who has

worked resolutely and with wisdom for thespread of progressive

Spiritualism , passes from our ordinary visible ken . Mr. W. J.

Taylor, president of the Gateshead (Rectory Hall) Society,

died suddenly on Thursday evening, the 15th inst. The loss

to the cause in the North is very great. A gifted speaker,

Mr. Taylor was a man of comprehensive mind, of deep rever

ence, of fine spiritual intuitions, and it need hardly be added

that these elements produced in him a generous, hopeful, and

enlightened religion . He was, indeed, an unconscious witness

to the divine power of character, penetrated and informed by

a fervent love of the right, and a supreme devotion to the

cause of freedom and peace.

It is suggested that the “Daily Chronicle” must have a

clairvoyant on its staff. On Saturday, the 10th inst ., it

announced the entry of the British troops into Bagdad - twenty

four hours before the event-and on Wednesday, the 14th inst.

it actually produced a map showing Bapaume inside the

British line. " This reminds us of the exploits of another

London newspaper notorious for its antipathy to psychic

subjects, which, on establishing a French edition, announced

that it gave all the nows a day in advance !

new
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A LAND OF MYSTERY. SOCIETY WORK ONSUNDAY, MAR . 18th, &c.

The high stages of civilisation reached by ancient Egypt and

the long vista of years through which scholars are able to trace

its history have invested the country and its people with

perennial interest, and even the series of six lectures on the

subject which Dr. W. J. Vanstone opened at the Psychic Class

on Thursday, the 15th inst. , is not likely to exhaust that interest.

This inaugural discourse dealt with the dynasties, the first of

which dated from 4400 B.C. and began with the reignof Mena,

the founder of Memphis, but there was no doubt, Mr. Vanstone

stated, that much further back, before 5000 B.C., there was a

long line of kings who were spoken of as Divine monarchs and

who professed to be the sons of God come down to earth.

Among themany interesting facts brought out by the lecturer

was the early passing of a law enablinga womanto succeed to

the throne. The first woman ruler (3200-3133 B.C.) was

Nitocris, "the queen of the rosy cheeks. ” The most glorious

period of Egyptian history began in 1700 B.C. when, after some

stern fighting, the long domination of the foreign element

known as the Hyksos or " shepherd kings ” was brought to a

close, and the original Egyptian dynasty restored under

Amosis I. His queen, who wielded a great influence over the

dation, was said to be the widow of the King of Thebes

who had raised the standard of revolt against the Hyksos

monarch . In the queen's mumnay - case were found most

beautiful jewels and a wonderful belt, together with the ritual

of binding the belt on her lover before he went to battle and

was killed. In 1600 reigned the great queen Hatshepsut, of

whom many Theosophists regarded our Queen Elizabeth as a

reincarnation , She was
woman of strong personality,

possessing all Elizabeth's faults and virtues magnified. Her

stepson, Thothmes III., was a great conqueror. His character

was well symbolised in his granite fist in the British Museum.

The next most striking figure was a remarkable departure from

the line of heredity, a man who was physically a weakling and

an epileptic but spiritually great. His country had become

intoxicated with military glory and intellectual power when he

sounded the note of warning and turned the people back to the

spiritual worship of God. The work for the welfare and educa

tion of the masses instituted by Seti I. (1306 B.C . ), a king equally

great as a soldier and a philosopher, might possibly, Mr.

Vanstone thought, afford some hints to modern reformers.

-
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Reports and prospective announcements are charged at the rate of

twenty - four words for 1s.; and 3d. for every additional ten

words.

MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION . - Steinway Hall,

Lower Seymour-street, W. - Address by Mrs. Mary Davies.

Mr. Leigh Hunt presided . - At 77, New Oxford -street, W.C., 12th

inst. , meeting of members and associates. Mrs. Jamrach ,clair

voyance. Mr.Geo . Craze presided . Sunday next, seefront page.

LONDON SPIRITUAL M188ION : 13B, Pembridge Place, Bays

water, W.-Mr. Ernest Meads spoke on “ Inspiration ,” and

Mr. E. W. Beard on “ Man, the Interpreter." For Sunday

next see front page.-I. R.

CHURCH OF HIGHERMYSTICISM : 22, Princes-street, Cavendish

8quare, W. - Both the morning and evening services were taken

by Mrs. Fairclough Smith , who delivered stirring addresses,
subjects, The Two Worlds ” and Power.” Sunday next,

Mrs. Fairclough Smith , morning and evening.

WIMBLEDON SPIRITUALIST Mission.-Spiritual address by

Mrs. Neville, followed by excellent clairvoyance. For pro

spective announcements see front page.-R. A. B.

CROYDON . GYMNASIUM HALL, HIGH - STREET . – Address

by Mr. Robert King, on The Training of the Occultist.”

Sunday next, services at 11 a.m. and 6.30 p.m. Short circle

after morning service .

RICHMOND.-14, PARKSHOT (OPPOSITE PUBLIC Baths).

Miss Violet Burton gave inspirational address to a large

audience. Sunday next, 7 p.m. , Mr. G. Prior. Wednesday,
28th inst. , 7.30, Mrs. Jamrach . - B . S.

STRATFORD . IDMISTON-ROAD, FOREST LANB. – Mr. Prior

gave an address ; after service, successful open circle. Sunday

next, 6.30, Mr. and Mrs. Smith. Good Friday, 5.30, tea

meeting and circle in aid of building fund.-M. D.

BRIGHTON SPIRITUAL MISSION .-1 , UPPER NORTH-STREET

(close to Clock Tower ).- Sunday next, 3 p.m., Lyceum ;

11 a.m. and 7 p.m., Miss Mills, addresses and clairvoyance; also

Monday, 8 p.m._Friday, 8 p.m. , public meeting for inquirers.

CLAPHAM . - HOWARD -STREET, WANDSWORTH -ROAD, S.W.

Sunday next, at 11.15 a.m. , public circle ; 6.30 p.m. , Mrs.

Sutton, address and clairvoyance. Friday, at 8, inquirers'

meeting. April 1st, Mrs. Miles Ord.—M. C.

WOOLWICH AND PLUMSTEAD . - PERSEVERANCE HALL, VILLAS

ROAD, PLUMSTEAD . — Afternoon, Lyceum ; evening, address by

Mr. B. Wilkins. Sunday next, 3 p.m., Lyceum ; 7 p.m., Mr.

G. Tayler Gwinn, address.

CAMBERWELL NEW-ROAD. - SURREY MASONIO HALL .

Inspiring addresses by Mr. H. Ernest Hunt and Dr. W. J.

Vanstone. Sunday next, 11 a.m. and 6.30 p.m., Mr. Horace

Leaf, addresses and clairvoyance.

HACKNEY. - 240A, AMHURST -ROAD, N.E.-Impressive ad

dress, “ Personal Conviction ,” by Alderman D. J. Davis ; Mrs.

Brookman, descriptions ; solo by Miss Reynolds. Sunday next,

6.30 p.m., Mr. Dougall. Monday, 8 p.m., Mrs. Sutton . Tuesday

and Thursday, Mrs. Brichard. -N. R.

HOLLOWAY.-GROVEDALE-ROAD (NEAR HIGHGATE TUBE

STATION), N.-Morning, Mrs. Brookman ; evening, Mrs. A.

Jamrach . Sunday next, 11.15, open discussion ; 7 p.m., Mrs.

M. Brookman , address and clairvoyance ; soloist , Miss E.

Boulton . Members' circle , Mondays , 8 p.m.

BATTERSEA.—15 , St. John's Hill, CLAPHAM JUNCTION.

-Note change of address .-Sunday last, Mrs. Bloodworth

gave address and clairvoyance. Sunday next, 11.15 a.m. ,

circle ; 6.30 p.m. , service . Opening day, Sunday, April 8th .

Tea at 5 p.m. ; 6.30, Mr. J. Adams and several speakers.

Easter Monday, 7 p.m. , Social . Admission, 6d.-N. B.

THE CHRIST SPHERE.

-

Among the questions put to the inspirer of Mrs. M. H.

Wallis recentlyintheroomsof the Alliance was one regarding

the expression “The Christ Sphere." Was there such a place,

and, if so, what was its relation to other spheres ? The con

trol's reply made it clear that he regarded the Christ spirit as

the spirit of sacrifice for the good of others, quite apart from

any form of creed . Taking this view , it mightbe claimed that

the Christ spheres were those whose inhabitants wereever ready

to help and strengthen their fellows. There could not, and

should not, be any monopoly in Christ influence, either on

this plane of being or the next - any claim that it was to be

found only in such and such a Church or in such and such a

sphere. Rather, it was universal ; its power permeated and

radiated through many spheres . It was the evidence of the

Divine presence itself,vivifying and strengthening all who were

attuned to receive it and even influencing those who as yet were

not so attuned . It shone in dark places like a ray of Divine

light cutting the gloom . We might all become Christs in so

far as our lives were keyed to the spirit of love and self
sacrifice .

READING.-SPIRITUAL Mission, 16, BLAGRAVE -STREET.

Mr. Howard Mundy, of Bournemouth, gave addresses on

The Hidden Pathway ” and “ The Inner Sacredness of Life .”
"

NATIONAL UNION FUND OF BENEVOLENCE.—The honorary

financial secretary, Mrs. M. A. Stair (14, North -street, Keighley,

Yorks),writes to acknowledge, with thanks, the following sums
received in February : Private A. Topping, 58.; Runcorn

Society, 5s. ; Mr. Mark Fooks, 58.; but she points out that

they only total 155. against disbursements amounting

78. 6d. She expresses her grief that the claims of the old

workers are receiving such meagre support and begs friends who
have not already contributed to do sowithout further delay.

The current issue of the “ Review of Reviews ” deals

attractivelywith a number of important subjects. Mr. Charles
Dawbarn describes the romantic career of M. Briand, the

French statesman , and there is an article which comes at an

opportunemoment on the Anglo- Russian Bureau in Petrograd,

by Mr. Robert Birkmyre. Miss Felicia Scatcherd gives a quick,

clear-cut sketch of Dr. John Pollen, so well known for his

splendid work in India and Russia. There is also a bright and

informing little article, “ A Spirited Controversy, ” by “ A

Member of the S.P.R.” The Review, in short, is fully up to its

usual high standard.

MR. Joux BURNS writes that we misunderstood his sugges

tion with regard to the withdrawal of mediums' advertisements.

He favoured either raising the price of Light, asking for

voluntary contributions, or inserting only the advertisements
of mediums whom the Alliance could guarantee. It should be

observed, however, that such a guarantee would be a very
difficult matter to undertake.

E. J. PURDOM'S ASTROLOGICAL

CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS.

A Course of 13 Lessons for £1 1s.

LESSONS WILL BE CORRECTED BY THE TEACHER THROUGH THE POST.

These lessons are beautifully arranged, and simply set forth , and are a

boon to those who desire to become acquainted with the mystic

science of Astrology.

For further particulars apply to

MRS. ROBERT PURDOM , “ Blinkbonny,' ' Tudor HIII, Sutton
Coldfield, Eogland.
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Vitic Force and

a

of any kind.

or woman

Kitic Red

What alcohol does temporarily and with
mischievous after- eflects theVitic Rod does

permanently it STORES MLALTHY VIGOUR

IN BOX COMPLETE

POST

FREE

10/6

The Vitic Co. , 30, St. Ann Street,

Perfect STANDARD WORKS BY JAS. COATES.

Health.
Has W. T. Stead Returned ?

A Symposium dealing with After -death Manifestation of the

late Mr. Stead. Cloth. Illustrated, 10 photographs. 28. 108.
The man who acquires the post free.

habit of using the Vitic Rod Photographing the Invisible.
has distinct advantage Practical Studies in Spirit Photography, Spirit Portraiture,

over the man who does not.
and other rare but Allied Phenomena. Cloth. Illustrated ,

The athlete uses the Rod im
90 photographs. 58. 5d post free.

mediately after physical effort Seeing the Invisible,

Practical Studies in Psychometry, Thought- Transference,

The business man Telepathy, and Allied Phenomena. 3rd Revised Edition . Cloth.

during their daily work.
Illustrated, 5 plates. 58. 5d. post free.

The orator or preacher after his efforts of speech .
Self -Reliance,

Practical Studies in Personal Magnetism , Will-Power, and
No matter what your work is, you will be 50% better by Success, through Self -help or Auto -Suggestion. 3rd edition.

getting the Vitic habit. Its relief in cases of excessive strain
Cloth. 5s. 5d.post free.

is incalculable .

Human Magnetism .

A London doctor states that his experience has proved the Or How to Hypnotise. A Practical Handbook for Students.

Rod to be the greatest aid to convalescence yet introduced . With 10 plates. 4th edition. Cloth. 58. 5d. post free .

The Vitic Rod gives a vigour to the medium, and should To order only from— .

always be used before and immediately after séances. OFFICE OF LIGHT, 110, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.

WRITĖ FOR BOOKLET No. 9.

A GUIDE TO MEDIUMSHIP

By E. W. and M. H. WALLIS.

Bound in cloth, gold lettered , 312 pages. Price 4s. 5d . net

post free ; or in separate parts at ls. 2d. each, post free.

Part II. is only sold with Parts I. and III. Not sold

Orders outside the British Isles must be accompanied by 6d. separately.

extra for postage.
MEDIUMSHIP EXPLAINED :

Part One contains Eight Ohapters dealing with the Sacred Officeof
Money willingly returned if not proved satis.

Mediumship ; What is Mediumship ? The Effects of Mediumship ;The
factory after a week's trial. PhenomenaofMediumship ; TheDifficulties and Delights of Medium .

ship ; The Different Phases of Mediumship ; Psychical Susceptibility

All letters should be addressed and Mediumship ; Biblical and Modern Mediumship .

HOW TO DEVELOP MEDIUMSBIP :

, Part Two contains Seven Obapters dealing with The Basis and

Cultivation of Mediumship ; Spirit Circles : How to Form and Conduct

MANCHESTER. Them ; How " Conditions ” Affect Results ; Practical Advice to Sensitives,

Obsession : Its Causes . and Oure ; and Olairvoyance , Olairaudience,

Automatic Writing, Magnetic Healing, Psychometry, and Trance and

.

PSYCHICAL SELF -CULTURE :

Part Three deals with the Soul and ite Powers ; Sub -Consciousness ;

Mediu mship and Psychical Susceptibility ; Self-Realisation ; Mystical,

Occult, and Magical Powers ; Hypnotism ; Habits ; Physicaland Mental

ERNEST A. TIETKENS. Self-Culture; Diet ; Deep Breathing ; Auto-Suggestion ; Mind.Oure ;

Will and Thought-Power ; Concentration and Abstraction ; Practical
CONTENTS :-Preface ; Early Mediumistic Experiences ; Instructions on Thought-Transference ; Psychometric Experiments ;

Later Developments and Results; On Warnings; On Olair.
Orystal Gazing , Visualising, Olear Seeing, Healing by " . Laying on of

voyance : Dream Visione and General Phenomena ;
Hands,";" " Mental Healing ," and Deep Breathing ; the Spiritual Signifi

Animal Life in the Spiritual World ; My Impressions of cance ; Spiritual Unfolding and Self -Possession ; the Religious and

the Future ; · Extracts from Pamphlets ; Directions for Altruistic Value ; the Divine Immanence.

Beginners re Séances.

61 pages. Bound in stiff boards. 6d . post free. It has been warmly praised by Dr. Andrew Jackson Davis, Dr, J, M,

Peebles, Hudson Tuttle, Mr. J.J. Morse,Mr. W.J. Colville, Judge A. H.

Dailey, Mr. W. H. Terry and many other veterans of the movement.
OFFIOE OF " LIGHT.” 110, ST . MARTIN'S LANE, W.C. Part One has already been reprinted, and Dr. J. M. Peebles says of the

complete book, "Unhesitatingly I pronounce it the clearest, the most

THOUGHT LECTURES. systematic and exhaustive work upon Mediumship in its various phases

that I have ever read. It is interesting and instructive from beginning
BY FATHER STEPHANO . to end ."

Including New Series of Communications. OFFICE OF LIGHT, 110 , ST . MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C.

Given by Automatic Writing through the Mediumship of Vita ' and

* Mandola,' two ladies who have had no experience or training in literary

work of any kind. NERVE CONTROL.

As the thought of one who has seen beyond earth's sorrows, it is more

especially a book for the sorrowful and the suffering ; it is chiefly to The Cure of Nervousness and Stage
help such that the lectures were given, and it is to them the book is

dedicated. Fright.

Fifth Edition , including, Preface by Father Stephano. BY H. ERNEST HUNT.

PRICE 1s. 2d. Post FREE.

And a Foreword by MISS E. KATHARINE BATES.
SOME CHAPTERS - Suggestion as the Cause, and Cureof Nervous .

The dead are entering into competitive sauhorship with the living, ness - Creative ThoughtPlatform Work - Singers and Performers

Thought Lectures,” which were given by Father Stephano, who "just Speakers and Preachers - Health - Tuning Up, &c.

went to sleep " in Yorkshire, in the reign of Henry I., and has just now

been able to find a medium through whom to communicate his thoughts 128 pages, Is. 2d . post free .

to mankind. has a great deal to say, and says it well.'—W.T. STEAD,
in Review of Reviews. OFFICE OF LIGHT, 110, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.

OFFICE OF LIGHT, 110, 8T. MARTIN'S LANI, W.O.

SPEAKING ACROSS THE BORDER

NOT SILENT . IF DEAD !
LINE.

By H. (HAWEIS). Through the Mediumship of Parma.
By F. HESLOP.

" From beginning to end it is wholesomely and ardently good.”

LIGHT. Being Letters from a Husband in Spirit Life to His Wife on Earth .
The proceeds of the sales of this book are given to the Royal

Free Hospital, London.
Paper back , 181 pages, 1/8 net post free.

Third Edition . Cloth, 195 pages. Price 2/10 post free .

OFFICE OF LIGHT, 110, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C. OFFICE OF LIGHT, 110, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.

Mediumistic & Psychical Inspirational Speaking

Experiences
BY

121 pp.
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